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Abstract

We investigated the A-A states in deuteron by A-spectator

method in yd reaction. No candidates for spectator A** originating

in deutron were observed. An upper I imil of the A-A state in

douteron was estimated as 0.MV at the 95* CL. This limit is

consistent with most of the existing data, but it is imcompatibia

with an earlier measurement with photons of higher energies.
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The presence of nucl eon- isobar components in deuteron wave

function [1} has beon first suggested by Kerman and Kisslingor [2] to

account for the unexpected enhancement in the backward cross section

for iho pd elastic scattering. Furthermore, it has been found that

the inclusion of double-A configuration yields better agreement with

deuteron photodisintegration data [3]. Since then, several experimental

investigations in search of the A-A state have been performed wi th

different incident particle beams [4~8]. Most of these experiments

have given upper limits below IX for the admixture probability of the

A-A slate in deuteron. These values are compatible with the theoretical

estimates [9]. However, Bonz and Soding (.'3 claimed ~ 3 % probability

for the A-A component from an earl ier experiment with a deuterium

bubble chamber exposed to photons below 5.5 GeV.

In this letter, we report results of a search for the A-A state in

deuteron on the basis of approximately 67000 events of the yd reaction

in the energy region from 566 to S46 MeV. The present experiment

was performed wi th a tagged photon beam from the 1.3-GeV electron

synchrotron at the Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo.

Momenta of outgoing charged particles were measured with a magnetic

spectrometer, TAGX, which has an acceptance of about X sr. Details

of the TAGX spectrometer have been described elsewhere [10]. Protons

were discriminated from pions and positrons by time-of-f 1 ight, A

liquid-deuterium target flIJ of cylindrical shape with a diameter of 5

cm was placed vertically at the center of the TAGX spectrometer-

The event Lrigger required that at least one charged particle penetrates
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tbe TAGX spectrometer both in the left and right sides with respect

to the incident beam I ine (double-arm trigger mode). Tbe reaction

point was determined by extrapolating tracks obtained in the central

drift chambers located in the vertical magnetic field of 0.5 T in the

central region of the spectrometer. The radial resolution a> of the

reconstructed reaction point was found to be 1.8 m m in the horizontal

plane.

....... Fig. I. .......

The radial distribution of reaction points in the px*X events is

shown in Fig. l(a), whore the events having the reaction point out of

the circle with a radius of 3.1 cm are removed. In this figure, the

so lid 1 ine represents the distribution for full-target runs and the

dotted 1 ine for empty-target run. Doth distributions are normalized

to the integrated photon flux. Concentration of reaction points around

r = 2.5 cm in the empty-target run suggest* that background events come

mainly from the 20Q-Jim thick Mylar wal 1 of thr 1 iquid-deut«rium

container.

It is expected that, a A produced through the photo-excitation of

quasi-free nuc loon in deuteron is emitted forward in the laboratory

frame. On the other hand, a spectator A, released in the photoreaction

on tho other A, moves in all directions in the laboratory frame. Thus,

it is advantageous to search for decay products (a pair of one proton

and one pi on) of the spectator A moving in the backward hemisphere.

If the A-A state exists in deutsron, it would be an admixture of

A**-A" and A*-A° states ia equal proportions. A* our trigger requires



two charged par tides, we are sens i 11 v« only to the decays o f A** —

Jt*p and A° -* x~p. From isospin considerations* the JC*p pairs from A1"*

U expected to be three times more likely than th* x"p pairs from A0.

Thus, we look at Jt*p systems going beck ward in the laboratory frame.

We hare found 13223 events of pic+X type (X does not include any more

protons).

Under the assumption that the total cross section for th* yA~

interaction is equal to that for the yH (photo-nucl#on) interaction,

the admixture probability a of the A-A state in deuteron i* calculated

from the number of observed spectator A"'a, n&, by the following

formula:

where nY, nr, V and Or(7N) are th* number of incident tagged photons,

the number of target deuterons. the eff icientjr for detecting the

spectator A " in a given angular region, and the total crocs section

for Y N interaction, respectively. The factor 4 comas from the number

of charge states of A.

....-•• Fig. 2. -•

Angular Distribution of the X*p Sytltma The angular

distribution of tha tc*p systems obtained in the present experiment is

shown in Fig- 2. While most of the x*p combinations concentrate in

forward angles, 53 K*p tysterns are emitted in th* backward hemisphere

(0icr>90*). However, al! these events do not necessarily correspond to
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decays of spectator A's. Some of them may corns from the ordinary pn

configuration of deuteron, as a result of final state interactions

En order to examine the contamination from these combinationk of

n'p to the backward-moving A**", we made Mont* Carlo simulations for

the 7 + d ** p + n + ff* + 1C~ reaction. Two reaction processes are

considered:

1) A1pair of pions are produced at one of the nucIcons in

deuteron struck by the incident photon and these particles are

emi tted isotropically in the center-of-mass system of the

photon and the nucleon moving in the nucleus with a Fermi

momentum, whereas another nucleon acts as a spectator.

Hereafter, this is referred to as quasi-free <QF> process.

2) In consequence of absorption of the incident photon by

deuteron as a whole, proton, neutron and two pious are emitted

according to four-body phase space. Hereafter, this is

referred to as phase space (PS) process.

If the particle emitted in thu QF process gives rise to a 'urtiitr

sea.'iting wi ih another nucleon in deuteron, the distribution of

momentum vectors in the final state may approach to that of phase

space. Thus, some part of the PS-process events is indistinguishable

from the QF-process events followed by final-state interactions. The

distrtbut ion of nuc I eon Fermi momenta was taken from the d(e, e 'p)n

experiment at Sac lay [12], The angular distributions of x*p systems

calculated by the present Monte Carlo simulations are shown in

Figs. 3(o.) and 3(b), for QF and PS processes, respectively.



....... Fig. 3. .......

As seen from these figures, it is apparent that neither of these

two processes can, by itself, reproduce the experimental data. 11

seems to be reproduced by an appropriate admixture of the two

processes. We resorted to least square fitting of the data with a

single free paramo tar. R {R-PS/(QF*PS)). and obtained the result of

R~O.18±Q.O2 with a. chi-square of 38.G for 69 degrees of freedom.

The histogram in Fig. 2 is the bost fit . This result implies that «

major portion of observed JT*p systems come from the double-pi on

production process.

Examination of Spectator A** Candidates It should be noted,

however, that we have observed 12 JT*p systems in the ragion greater than

130°, though the Monle Carlo calculation shows a much smal Icr

contribution in this angular region. As th« candidates for the

spectator A** released from the A-A state in dftuteron, w« chal1 adopt

7T+p systems which are directed to an angle beyond 130* and have an

effective mass between 1078 and MOO MeV/c3. Finally nine events

satisfy these cri teria. The radial distribution of their reaction

points is shown in Fig. l(b). This distribution, however, resembles

so much the one for the empty-target runs thai we havs to conclude that

these candidates como from the 200 Mm-thick Mylar wal 1 of the

liquid-deuterium container. To avoid the contamination from materials

other than the 1iquid douterium, events having the reaction point out

of a circle with a radius of 2.0 cm (target radius - 3-Or) were excluded

from the events to be analysed. Our conclusion is consequently that
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there are no real candidates for the spectator A** released from the

A-A state in deuteron in the present experiment.

The fraction of true events lost by the cut at r = 2.0 cm ic found

to bo 28,7% from a Monte Carlo simulation including th« incident beam

prof He. Then, the upper 1 imi t of the number of the candidates for

the spectator A** is estimated as 4.2 at the 95% confidence level (CL).

Upper Limi t of Admixture Rat io We now turn to deduce

the upper limit of admixture ratio, a, of the A-A state in deuteron.

The detection efficiency for the spectator A** in the TAGX spectrometer

has boon calculated by a Mon'.e Carlo method. In this calculation, we

•id the Fermi momentum distribution of A'« given by Sato [13], and

obtained the efficiency, integrated over Angles greater than 130*. to

be rj = 0.026.

It must be taken into account that our incident energies are not high

enough to release all of the A-A states in deutvron. We calculated

the fraction F(Ei) of the A-A state, which can be released at an incident

energy of Ei, under the following assumptions;

1) The mass distribution function for A's, L(M). is given by

the Breit-Wigner formula.

with Mi=1232 MeV/e* and r=115 MeV/c'. The lo«r«r limit ol

mass distribution in tsken *s 1078 MaV/c*.
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2) The binding energy of two A's in deutoron is equal to the

mass difference between two A's and deuteron.

3) Unless the incident energy exceeds the binding energy of

two A's, no interaction gives rise to release one of A's as a

spectator.

Then, F(Ei) is expressed by the following formula:

F<£.) =

where M d is the mass of deuteron and LL denotes the tower limit of A

mass range. The numerical result for eq.(3) is shown in Fig. 4, where

the solid line corresponds to the infinite upper limit in th* A** mass

distribution, whi 1 e the dashed one is for the upp»r limit of 1400

Me We 2, which corresponds to the highest mass to define the spectator

A " in the present experiment. s seen in this figur*, in our energy

region, the limitation on the A** mass distribution at 1400 MeV/c does

not affect F(Ei) significantly.

....... Fig. 4. .......

We obtained F(E,) =0.65 averaged over the present energy range of

tagged photons, taking the photon spectrum shape into account.

1 Total cross sections in ref. 14 were averaged over the present photon

energy range with weights according to th* photon spectrum-



Substituting figures of »,« 1.26X10'*. nr^2.3Sxio" d/cm\ na = 4.2

and 0(-/N) = 244 fib* in eq. (1) and dividing by the averaged value of

F(Ei), we obtained ft value of 0.14X for the upper limit of a at the

95X CL.

Summa-y Wo found no spectator A's emitted from the

deuteron and deduced an upper limit of 0.14% Tor the admixture ratio

of the A-A state in deuteron at the 9SX CL. The present result is

consistent wi ih experimental resul tc obtained with various other

incident beams, but obviously it is incompatible with the result of

Benz and Stiding [7] also done with photon beams. This discrepancy is

too large to be attributed to the difference in incident energies.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. The radial distributions of reaction point* (a) for full~-target

runs (solid line), for empty-target runs (dotted liae) and (b)

for spectator A'* candidates.

Fig. 2. The angular distribution of x*p systems. Closed circles are

present data. The histogram, which is the best fit to the data,

is tho result of Monte Carlo calculation (see text for details).

Fig. 3. Monte Carlo calculation for the angular distribution of **p

systems in (a) the QF process and (b) the PS process.

Fig. 4. Energy dependence of probabilities for breaking up the A**-A"

state in deuteron. Two cases of the upper limit in the A** mass

range are assumed; the solid line correspond* to no limitation

and the dashed 1 ine to the upper limit of 1400 MeV/c*.
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